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TO:

HA~iGAR FLXI~G w~ ~h~'lAC

The Skybolt Fly-In at Porterville,Calif. on Apr. 29th and
is only a memory now but a pleasant one I'm sure, for all who
attended. \ve had the airport to ourselves and the 14" Bolts
that were present appeared to be twice their number as the
snarling props cut Up the ozone late Fri., all day Sat. and
to departure time on Sun. On Sun.,our never to be argued with
Mother Nature served up a dish of low ceilings that delayed
parture for some. If you are equipped like Doc Hall of
you at it all, file IFR, build a fire in the
er scat.
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A round of applause is due for ~1arsh Freeman
who un-selfishly dedicated his
along with his family and Crate 38

make the Fly-In a success.
some signs made which stated

entire reason for at
ville. you haven't had a ride 1n a
any of the "Bolt Owners". " If you own a

" 1t they- want to take a r1de".

swapped a1rcratt and compared
variety of en81n.a from 19O to

there with his
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a beautiful engine installation

sound --must have ~
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one problem
ugly head. pow-
er have been cured with a a new
cowling. At the present, he is 200 hp.
out of the V-8 but the objective is still 260 hp.

For the bi~gest part, most of the Skybolts were from
Southern California and the Southwest such as Paul Muench
of Albuquerque,New Mexico along with Ken Sweester of

Deming,N.M. However, the guy with the longest ride was
Bob MorusJ 40 Washington Ave., Cedarhurst, N.Y. 11516.
Other visitors from around the country included LaMar
Steen from the Denver,Colo. area with his wife Dixie
and their party who arrived in a Commanche. LaMar had
to be back home" on Monday so it was mandatory that he
make the trip in an instrumen~ equipped aircraft.

A word of thanks goes out to John Konop the airport mgr.
John must certainly be a pilots pilot. A group thank you
was presented to John on Sat. as a formation of Skybolts
flew over head. to help with the dedication cerefi1onies of
a pylon mounted l.Savy F- that was presented to the
City of Porterville and now graces the entrance to the
field.

On Sat. night the banquet.was held at the Paul nunyan
Motor Lodge and attended by approx. 70 people. Dr. Jim
Mandley held forth with.a session on his aerobatic ex-
periences in the Skybolt that he built several ago.
Itrs from the trials and tribulations of the
builders that many of the modifications have
as the Dynamically
After Jimts excellent talk, yourts
held a session on modifications to the
the end of Jim's talk the subject of
came up and that being a favorite subject
help taking the bit in my mouth.
approx. 10:30 when I quietly
I wouldn't wake

~larsh has graciously sent

on a separate insert in this of

Last but not least. 2 Stardusters Toots
Fly-In.and
prove that Skybolt Builders are nice ~
tolerate anyone who has a machine with
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pioneered." Loud Mouth,

Towards

I couldn't
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P.S Lest I forget.
people has it's moments

To make a long
"GAG TROP HrE.'; "

who had made
of his Skybolt. The went to a fellow aero-
whom I know would rather rema1~anonymoue. He eold
Skybolt" fuselage and wings and bought a set of plans
a Starduster. He won the prize hands down.

CORR~CTIQN REQUI~~

Please correct your Aprill2Z1 issue as follows. On
Page J we see a drawing (Frg~12). At the lower R.H.
corner of the drawing. change the wording to read "TOP
VIEW OF LOWER LEFTHAND AILERON" .At the bottom of
on the Jrd. line up, change the word outboard to
On Page 4 please change the laet sentence of the
paragraph to read " Aluminum Slave Strut Brackets

on the OUTBOARD side or the Lower Inboard Aileron
and the INBOARD side of the UPPER INBOARD AILERON

My apologies to any and all that may have been
venienced by my feeble mind trying to sort of the
Inboards and Outboards in the offending issue of the News.

AILERON BALANCING TIP

After having mailed the last issue (March) of the Skybolt
News I was at my local Tire Dealer's shop getting some
new shoes put on my van in preparation for my trip to
Porterville when something caught my eye. While having
my aluminum wheels balanced with the new tires" in place)
I noticed the weights that the mechanic was using. It
was 1- called

of
was a'

Just the
who have

mean). you

cutting to
The

thing
a touch at

the
naye
to
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SO~1E TIMELY r~EWS---GOOD OR HAD? --De ends on our view

~
I've said it before and I'll

tion of
~)

.

built aircraft at 1/3 the cost, it's still a lot of money.
If a builder can complete his project in 1 year,which is
the exception, he can do so at present day prices with

some inflation thrown in. However, most custombuilts take
3 to 6 years to complete. Therefore, due to inflation, the
project that started outin the range of 9 to 12,000 dollars
can 5
years.
steel year.

nice

~

,
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With
this
over ,
flation. This all
all of your major- purchases
even if you have to borrow the money from a-lending in-
stitution to do so. If you are faced with as much as 18%
interest. it's more like 12%, you'll still save money on
total cost of the project. You will also have the materials
at hand when you need them instead of wasting time and
money scurrying around trying to locate necessary thingsas they become needed. -

In the past 45 days I have received 4 new sets of price
sheets for my steel catalog alone. 2 of them have re-

sileet steel.
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At Firebolt Aircraft
trying to
the price
we
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time. we will mail Qut new Prl~e List. tor Starfire Aviation.
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The plans show 3 turns of l/g" control cable formed
into loops that go around the Shock Cord Tube of the
landing gear and the main cross member of the Shoc~
Cord Truss (Sta. 13). This 1s a Safety Cable to pre-
vent the total collapse of the landing gear in case of
a failure of one or both Shock Cords. 2 safety cables
are used. One for each 8ide of the landing gear assembly.
Please look at the plans and envision what will happen
if the Safety Cable is installed as shown. Extreme
flexing of the shock cords are going to force the 8afe-
ty cable to slid. towards the outboard end of the Sta.
13 crosamember and will be totally in-effective. See
FIG./l. Further. it is extremely important that the
diameter of the loops of the safety cable be large
enough to allow the landing gear to operate through a
normal range 0£ flexibility without the safety cable
imposing un-due loads on the Sta. 613 crossmember. I
am aware of 2 cases where the Shock Cord Truss assembly
has failed under extreme heavy landing loads. At this
time I do not know all of the facts regarding the 2
Skybolts involved. Was it Shock Cord Truss fabrica-
tion quality? Was it due to the Safety Ring installation
with loops too small ? Was it due to the assembly being
asked to absorb loads too high for the design? These
questions in the mind of this writer are un-answered
at this time, BUTt I am sure 0£ one culprit and it's
this. 3 turns of 1/8" cable and it's restraining value
of 6000 lbs. will certainly cause severe damage if the
diameter of the safety cable loops are too small which
would allow the safety cable to absorb the major loads
that the shock cords themselves should be bearing. In
FIG./2 you will see a better method of installing the
Safety Cables. Please note that there is only 2 turns
of cable. Secondly. please make note that the Safety
Cables are installed BEFORE the Shock Cords are put in
place. The Safety Cables are held in place on the shock
cord tube of th. landing gear with some tape just to
keep them positioned while we install the Cords.

~

~

A few more observations before we close the subject.
1. No de8ign will In8ure total safety if we insist on
leveling oft too high and dropping the aircraft on the
runway. For tho.. with low t&ildragger time or those
who are not curren~ .I urge you to 8e.k time wi th .
~alified f1ilht instructor. 2. How well your engin.
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accelerates when called on to do so in emergencies
may well decide how safely you will land if you have

it cough or
throttle? If it does,

~

DaSe of

~
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from fields ? Do
mixture control into full rich ? This" coul,d well be
your un-doing. A prudent pilot will use the mixture
control for best engine operation at all altitudes.
If you are flying from the relatively flat lands of
the eastern part of the U.S. to attend a fly-in out
in the western part of the states it would be a good
idea to bone up on high altitude and mountain flying

technique.

LEARN TO "GREASE IT ON" THE RUNrNA y AND YOU WON'T SPEND
.YOUR SPARE TIME RE*BUILDING }'USELAGES, \vING TIPS OR

YOURSELF.

All of the above has a definite bearing on landing
gear and total design integrity.
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Fuel Pressure can warn us of impending fuel pump
failure. vIe caution if the Gauge shows a
lower than ~er-mittent low pressure
or large le. The Pressure Range
of the Gauge is as
F'loat Type Garb. 0 to 10 psi .
Pressure Type Garb a to 20 psi.
Fuel Injectors 0 to JO psi.

You will notice that I have specified Gauge Pressure
Range higher than the normal pressures byapprox. 5 psi.
Thi. 1s very important since fuel pressures higher than
normal can
po8.ibly
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The fuel inlet pressure to the Garb. or Fuel Injector
is determined by the m&nufacturer of the type of sys-
tem you choose to employ. Therefore. the engine dr~ven
fuel pump or an Auxil'iary pump m""st be able to meet
the pressure requirements, The molt common engine driven
~umps in u.se today are thQBe 0! the diaphra... type. We
will first get the Flo~t type Carb Qut of the way by
noting that the press. requir~m~nt is) to 5 lbs. (psi)
with 4 P$! being optimum. The pump.requir~d for the Lyc.
0-320.0-360 and 0-540 series is a model number #40295
manufactured by AG.

Since most Skybolte: are equ:1.pped fOl' inverted fly:1.ng, the
proper engine driven pump or Aux. pump depends on whether
we are using a Pressure Caro. or a Fuel Injection system.
From the Sendix- Go. service manual we find that the Press.
requirements are as follows.

PS-5B --10 to 14 psi. PS-5C --10 to l5 psi.max.

Our local Garb. overhaul shop tells us that 9 to 12 psi.
will do the job. The AC Fuel Pump (engine driven) to
use with the Press. Garbs. is a model number #40595

defore we go on to the Fuel Injectors let us explore a
few Qther requirements. It is vital that for safe
we install a Fuel Pressure -all three
we should employ an Auxil"
whether it be manually ~r
Aux. Pump must meet the
ments of the system.
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The Fuel Pressure requirements for a Bendix Fuel In-
jector as used on most Lycoming engines depends on
the Model I~umber o f the Inje ctor and are as follows .

Model Number Inlet ~ress.
RSA-5ADl
RSA-7AAl
RSA-7DAl
RSA-1OADl
RSA-1ODBl
RSA-1ODB2

AUXILIARY FUEL PUMPS (ELEC.) AND FREE FLOW CHECK VALVES

~1ost approved type aircraft Elec. Aux. Fuel Pumps are
designed with a BY-PASS valve built into the body of
the pump. This built in valve is a check type valve
which allows fuel to freely flow through the pump but
prevents the p~p from pressurizing the inlet side of
the pump, the purpose of which is obvious. Consequently,
when the Aux. pump is not being used, the engine driven
pump can draw fuel without restriction. Some builders
are using automotive typt:! Aux. Elec. Pumps in the Float
Type Carb. and Pressure Carb. systems including this
writer. There is nothing wrong with the decision to do
so PROVIDEp you install a FREE FLOW CHECK VALVE across
the inlet and outlet of the Aux. pump since most auto-

pumps DO NOT have built-in BY-PASS VALVES.
fuel

~
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The
have
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my are
abl,~ put out the
Aux. Pumps the injected systems
approx. ilJ5 to $140.

The builder
Type Carbs.
CHECK VALVE
and the outlet side Gascolator or rue~
Keep in mind that the Free Flow Valve must be kept at
no greater height in the system than the fuel inlet to
the carb. to achieve the best possible gravity flow of
fuel in case of an engine driven fuel pump failure. Of
course we will not get gravity fuel flow if the level
of the fuel in the main tank 18 below the level of the
the fuel selector valve or the ma1n fuel line. HO\iEVER,
we can get gravity flow 1f there 18 a wing tank installed
and there is fuel in the tank. Regardless of the i .
sign1ficant virtue of gravity fuel flow in the SkyDolt,
a Free Flow Check Valve installed between the Carb.
and the Gascolator will allow un-restricted fuel flow
around a failed engine pump with any system. The Aux.
pump or Wobble pump will not have to force fuel through
the engine pump. See FIG.jJ for; Fr.. Flow Check Valve
installation.

,',
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Many times during a construction project we feel the need
of an accurate adj. protractor with which to set an angle
such as the angle of incidence or dihedral. Using the chart
that is displayed in FIG.#4 you can beat a machinists pro-
tractor all to heck. In fact. you can set the dihedral as
an example, within 1/J2 nd. of a degree or 1.g7S.minutes
on the geometric clock. THERE IS NO WAY THAT YOU CAN MA'VCH
THIS TYPE OF ACCURACY WITH AN EXPENSIVE ADJUSTABLE PROTHACTOR.

Lets persue the case of the missing dihedral. First of all
we level the lower wing with a spirit level. From the butt
end of the front spar we measure outboard 90 1/8" (90.12')
which should be the inboard face of Rib Station 90 t. The
inboard face of this rib i.s actually 89!" from the center
of the bolt that mounts. the front spar to the fuselage. vie
keep this figure (89.5) as the multiplier for the problem
we are about to solve, namely. how high will we have to
raise the wing at Sta. 90 1/8" in order to achieve an angle
or dihedral of 2! degrees. The answer is 3.911 inches.
.911 inches is actually 29/32" plus .005" We forget the .005"
and raise the wing from the level position 329/32". In
orde~t;o. be" as accurate as mentioned above ( 1/32 nd of a
degree) we must measure up on the back face of the spar 3/4"
at sta. 90 1/8 which is the same heigth as the wing mounting
bolt hole center and the point about which the wing pivots
as we raise it to set the dihedral.. Use a drafting pencil
or one with a very sharp point to make the index mark from
which we will measure. With the wing level, measure from
our index mark to the floor and record the figure. To this
figure we add 329/32". You would have to miss-read your
ruler .049" (just over 3/64") in order to p~duce-and error
1n.d1hedra1 or 1.875 minutes or 1 degree. Not bad for a
homebuilt.

Now lets ae. how we read th. chart n fIG./4 that produced
the figure of) .911 or the amount of r1ae in 89.5" .First~
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we look down the lefhand column and find the depth of

~
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15° 120°

~

1/2°

1/32 I

I f
3132 I

118 .0011 -;jiJi2 .004 .0066 .009 1.0109 ! .013 .015
5/32 i .0014 .0028 .005 .008 .011 .0l4 I .016 .019

,; 31 '6 .0016 .0033 .006 .0098 , .013 I~ .019 .023~ ,
7132 ; .0019

5;32 I

, .108 I 311

~ I .110 I ".!82 I .~~ I ~~¥ 1

, .144 I 114

7/16 ' .0038

I 15/32 i ...1

.~!~ I .Q~~

.018 .022

.020 .024

.022 .027

11/32 ! .003 .GO& .012 .318 .024 .030
3/8 ' .0033 I .0066 .013 .020 .026 .033

13112 I '7 .014 .021 , .028 .035

.0077 .015 .023 I .031 .038 I .046 I .054 7116 I

9/16'

! .006 .012

! .~ .013

I ./ .0065 .013

: 25/32 81~

1 13/16 .0071 .01~

J .27/32 .~74 .815

718 ' .0076 .015

II 29/32 I .1179 I 001&

r. ~5/1& 1-.0082 I .017 ,

!~
.i L

.033 I .050

i!,

.c",;.,.,.~ c. ",,-" c.--"..~; "W,-.

1". The term!'depth"is a little Misleading:. Next to.the ~
l't column is the first column of draft angles in degrees.
The first angle we come to is ~ degree. To the right of
1" is a figure .0087". It means this. If we have an,
angle of, degree, it will rise or fall .0087" in a
distance of 1 inch. To the figure of .0087, lets add
.035 or the rise of 2 degrees in 1 inch. \fuen we add
these t...,ro fip;ures together we now have a total of .0437"
that a 2~ degree angle will rise in 1 inch~ Next we mul-
tiply .0437 by 89.5" and we .!;et 3.91115. vie drop the
1115 and elect to go with the nearest fraction which
is 29/32" or .90625. You will find this chart mast help-
ful in your shop.
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j! .UPPER WING CONSTRUCTION t PART 2 )I --J ,

\Vhen we signed oft in last months issue of the News
we had just finished gluing the spar splice with the
spars in position on the wing table.

I .
AT THE TI~~ YOU GLUED THE.SPAR SPLICE I ASSUME THAT
YOu ~~DE UP TEST BLOCKS. FROM EACH HA TCH OF GLUE AND ,

RECORDED THE DATA ON THE TEST 8LOCKS. DATE,TlME,
BiTCH NUMBER ETC.

)
,:)'J ,

~
dEFORE ANX FURTHER UPPER WI~G CONSTRUCT1ON IS A TTEr,lp-
TED AND YOU ARE CERTAIN THAT THE GLUE HAS CURED PROPERLY,
TEST THE TEST BLOCKS FOR GLUE STRENGTH. IF EVERYTHING
APPEARS NO&~~L ~T TH!S POINT, \tE CAN PROCEED.

~

The clamps holding the spars to the racks can now be
loosened and the ribs slipped on the spars. Check and
re-check at this point to,make sure that the proper
ribs are in the proper place and that none have been
turned upside down ( Heaven forbid ). Once again clamp
the spars in their proper place using the index lines
made earlier. Re-check the spars for leveling.

Stop for a moment and re-read Page 9 of the Jan.'7g
issue regarding the drill, blocks and marking of center
lines etc. You can now proceed with marking the neces-
sary lines on the front and aft faces of the spars.
When it comes to marking the rib stations on the spars
remember that the dimensions as given in the plans for
these stations are at 90 degrees to the longitudinal
center line of the fuselage and cabane struts. It won't
be difficult to establish the first couple of rib sta-
tions but as we go rurthe~ outboard it would be nice
to have the help of a friend who can hold the tape
at the cabane centerline p.s you layout the rib stations.
DO NOT TRY TO LOCATE RIB S'TATIONS BY MEASURING FROM
RIB TO RIB IN A PROGRESSIVE MANNER. MEASURE EACH STA-
TIoN FROM THE CABANE CENTER LINE. If you use the pro-
gressive method you are sure to end up with-the tip
ribs in the wrong location because you are progressive-
ly adding error into each. measurement.

Now that all marks and lines have been established
you can use your 33 and 37 drill blocks and make the
holes tor the drag and an.ti-drag wires .

From here on to completion of the upper wing, we go
~tep by step the same as we did:' on the lower winga.
Get the compression members ~nd associated ribs and
blocks installed first. Then proceed to the other ribs.

~ : -r-.
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COj.1ING IN ~11AY ISSU~: ~INLiL1!. rLJ'o.ur.. \ji'!..ur.L\rr.:-..:;-=-: , .~.:..","',,-, FIXTURE, FUSELAGE CONSTRUCTION {PART 1) ELECTRICALLY OPERATED

ELEVATOR TRIM AND IT'S SAFETY REQUIRE1.~NTS .

CLASSIFIED ArJD SWAPS :~

FOR SALE: CONTACT JOSEPH PRISALAC J FARKAS PLACE,

PA.15218

~

$120.00KERBIE-J

AI~

.-
FIREdJLT AIRCRAFT AND SUPPLY CO. , INC. r910 S.. HoHoKam DR .
BLDG. ifl09, TEl.'lPE, AZ. g5281 Phone Area Code 602-968- 2556offers the following. .

HARD\~ARE KITS, all the nuts and bolts needed for basic
construction the fuselage and wings.
Y-ou SAVE $ 96.50

fuel and other
needs 207~ off

AXLES NUTS, axles are centerless ground 45.00 set

hEAT TR~ATED LANDING GEAR BOLTS ( Front only )--- 7.00 pair
T-88 EPOXY, A super nice adhesive for wings arid

other things : $15qt. Prepaid
CANTILEVER LANDING GEi..R PLANS ~ : 15.00 set
sTIrs rABRIc Ar~D COATIliGg :-- 205; off

DUKES 3 WAY

FUEL TANK FILLER

to weld 32.50 se1

60.00 set ~

trim

3 LEAF TAIL SPRlr~GS, 6" or 91' ea .
10 ft. VERNIER CONTROLS,. for trim or servo-tr1.m 39.50 ea.
15 ft. " I' 44.50 ea.
~"-28 I'TFE" BOLTS, for 1.75 ea.

14.00 set

125.00 ea.
2.75 ea.

16.50 set
AILERON HINGE rlRACKETS, set oi v, the harQ to fab

brackets that mount on the aileron spars. 6
short and .

ALUMI NUM SLA VE .

slave struts.
TAIL GROUP RIBS includes aynam~c

tab ribs. Now includes 2 20" hinge
for mounting piano hinge -or

PIANO HINGE, NEW, EXTRUDED -
6 ft. length ~ ,

full length,

~

set

"

,.00 per ft .

~
NOTE: THIS ONLY A PARTIAL LIST OF SUPPLIES FOR THE

CUSTOM BUILDER AND SKYaOLT BUILDERS IN PARTICULAR. 12.
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